MARANELLO KART

WINNING STREAK FOR MARANELLO KART IN GERMANY AND ITALY
Federer won the closing final of DKM in KZ2 at Ampfing (Germany) and came third in the
final classification, Trefilovs claimed his third win in KZ2 Cup and ended second in the
championship. In Italy, Dante won the 29th Autumn Trophy in Lonato.

Maranello Kart had been busy on two fronts last weekend as its drivers have been
successfully contesting the DKM in Ampfing (Germany) and the Autumn Trophy in Lonato
del Garda (Italy).
DKM. SRP Racing Team’s Fabian Federer in KZ2 and the young Davids Trefilovs in KZ2 Cup
claimed the final two wins of the season in the fifth and closing round of the German Championship
DKM on October 6th in Ampfing. Following the fourth place in the first KZ2 final in Ampfing, Federer
put in a spectacular race two claiming a splendid win ahead of Stan Pex, who won the DKM 2019
title, and the fresh winner of International Super Cup Emilien Denner. These final two results allowed
Federer to end the championship in third place. Good performances in KZ2 have also been put in
by the other Maranello Kart’s driver Christoph Hold, who was tenth in Race1 and twentieth in
Race2.
The young German promise of SRP Racing Team Davids Trefilovs has been among the
protagonists of KZ2 Cup in Ampfing and claimed a double win in the Prefinal and Final. This result
confirmed Trefilovs as one of the front runners of the category, but he could not get the title for a

handful of points. He had to
settle for P2 despite
securing
the
highest
number of wins, three, in
Kerpen,
Genk
and
Ampfing.
AUTUMN TROPHY. In the
second and closing round
of the 29th Autumn Trophy
at the South Garda Karting
circuit in Lonato (Italy),
Massimo
Dante
on
Maranello Kart run by SG
Race won the KZ2 Trophy
thanks to the victory in the
first round on September
29th and the second place
on October 6th. This is the third win
in a row of the Autumn Trophy for
Dante and Maranello Kart. Fabrizio
Rosati also had a strong outing and
claimed P4, as did Gabrio
Bizzozero, who was eighth due to a
5s time penalty for the dropped front
fairing.
Andrea Caregnato ended sixth in
KZN Under, while Michael Dalle
Stelle had to settle for P9 despite
running a good race. In KZN Over
Cristian Griggio could not get a
good position due to a penalty.
Alessio La Martina had a strong
debut in Shifter Rok taking a
promising ninth place eyeing the
International
Final
Rok
Cup
Superfinal to be held this coming
weekend in Lonato.
Complete results of DKM are
available at www.kartdm.de/en/home
Complete results of the Autumn
Trophy can be found at
www.southgardakarting.it
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In the pictures: 1) DKM Fabian Federer, KZ2, LRN Photo; 2) DKM Davids Trefilovs, KZ2 Cup, LRN
Photo; 3) Autumn Trophy Massimo Dante, KZ2; 4) Autumn Trophy Massimo Dante, KZ2 podium.

